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Abstract
Orbital cavernous haemangioma, a common orbital tumour, is usually single and unilateral. We report the first case of histologically confirmed bilateral multiple cavernous haemangiomas of the orbit.

Orbital cavernous haemangioma typically occurs as a slow-growing well circumscribed lesion in the lateral part of the middle third of the orbit. Patients most commonly present with slowly progressive painless proptosis or visual disturbance. Though multiple lesions have been reported in the same orbit, we have traced only two reports of cavernous haemangiomas in both orbits. We report the first case of histologically confirmed bilateral multiple cavernous haemangiomas of the orbit.

Case report
A 41-year-old Caucasoid woman noted a mass in the medial aspect of her right lower lid, in her late twenties. A plastic surgeon removed the lesion from her anterior orbit. Seven years later a violaceous lump in her left lower lid was also removed. Pathological examination of these lesions showed both to be typical cavernous haemangiomas.

Over the past 14 months she developed left proptosis, with intermittent swelling of the lower lid associated with a blue discoloration of the overlying skin (Fig 1). The swelling did not alter with changes in posture. She had no pain at any stage, and there were no associated visual symptoms. She was referred to one of us (JEW) for further evaluation.

Ophthalmic examination revealed a best corrected visual acuity of 6/9 OD, attributed to amblyopia, and 6/6 OS. There was 5 mm of left axial proptosis, and the left globe was displaced downwards 3 mm. Two small firm pea-sized masses were palpable, one on the anterior edge of the inferior orbital margin of the right orbit, and anteroinferior part in the left orbit. The rest of her ophthalmic examination was normal.

Computed tomography (CT) showed the orbits to be of normal size, although the right superior orbital fissure was bigger than the left. There was about 4 mm proptosis on the left. More than 20 small, rounded masses were seen in relation to the orbit, varying in diameter from 3 to 12 mm (Fig 2). Most of the retrobulbar lesions were intraconal, but similar masses were seen inferior to the globe, in the lids, and in the inferior orbital fissure. One relatively large lesion was contoured to the posterosuperior surface of the globe below the macula, and many lay along the optic nerve. At least 10 similar masses were present in the right orbit, predominantly anteriorly, below the globe. The rounded masses showed variable contrast enhancement. The superficial ophthalmic veins were not adequately demonstrated, but the cavernous sinuses were normal. The appearances were considered typical of orbital varices.

Intra-arterial digital subtraction angiography was carried out with injections into the left common, internal, and external carotid arteries (Fig 3). This showed small areas of pooling of contrast medium alongside the globe (supplied by the internal carotid) and posterosuperiorly in the orbit and overlying the maxilla (supplied by the external carotid). The left superior ophthalmic vein was not visualised.

A diagnosis of orbital varices was made and it was decided to remove the anterior component of the vascular anomaly in the left orbit. At operation three 10 mm diameter, discrete, raspberry coloured masses were removed from the extracanal fat of the inferior orbit.

Pathological examination revealed that all specimens had a similar appearance: wide, endothelial lined, blood-filled channels separated by fibrous trabeculae containing smooth muscle cells and surrounded by a capsule (Fig 4). The features were typical of cavernous haemangiomas.

Discussion
Cavernous haemangioma has been described as
Figure 2. Axial CT (A,B) before (C,D) after intravenous contrast medium. Innumerable rounded or lobulated masses, 2–8 mm in diameter, lie in the retrobulbar spaces and surround the globes. One of the largest (arrowheads) is moulded to the postero-inferior surface of the left globe, while another (arrow) causes medial kinking of the distal portion of the left optic nerve. There is left proptosis.

Figure 3. Digital subtraction angiogram, lateral projection (anterior to left). (A,B) Arterial and venous phases of left internal carotid and (C,D) similar phases of external carotid injection (with flush filling of internal carotid) show different small areas of
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The most common orbital tumour. The four principal reviews of cavernous haemangioma describe multiple lesions in one orbit in none of six, one of 13, two of 66, and five of 85 patients. No cases of bilateral cavernous haemangiomas were seen in any of these large series, although two of presumed bilateral cavernous haemangiomas have recently been reported. Harris and Char obtained a tissue diagnosis from one orbit but did not operate on the contralateral orbit because of the paucity of symptoms on that side. Johnson et al presumed a diagnosis of bilateral cavernous haemangiomas on clinical, ultrasonographic, and radiological grounds without obtaining tissue from either orbit.

Our patient had an unusual history with multiple lesions, variable and intermittent lower lid swelling, as well as skin discoloration. Harris and Jakobiec reported one patient who had recurrent spontaneous upper lid ecchymosis. CT typically shows cavernous haemangiomas as well-defined rounded intracranial masses with smooth contours, of similar density to that of brain, which displace normal structures and enhance with intravenous contrast medium. The differential diagnosis on CT includes peripheral nerve sheath tumours, and rare lesions such as fibrous histiocytoma or haemangioendothelioma. The clinical, CT, and angiographic features in our patient were suggestive of primary orbital varices; the ophthalmologist should be aware of this variant.

It was not until surgery that the possibility of multiple cavernous haemangiomas arose. It is not clear why these characteristically unilateral, solitary lesions should have been multiple in both orbits in our patient. An association with Maffucci's syndrome (characterised by multiple enchondromas, soft tissue haemangiomas, and a generalised predisposition to neoplasia) and presumed bilateral orbital cavernous haemangiomas has been made. But neither in our patient, nor that reported by Fries and Char, were there other stigmata of this disorder.
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